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it was perhaps not surprising that bhatt was attracted to the title story he
had read in das weekly. the romantic drama revolves around a young boy
obsessed with his precocious mother, who discovers the truth about his
parents and learns to forgive them. he is the son of nanabhai bhatt, a
successful businessman who is a known womaniser. he is first introduced
to the film with his father stepping in before the birth of his third child. he
then goes to bombay to join his friend bhautesh (ajay devgn), who is a
successful broker. here, he is taken under the wing of the bhatt family
and soon has a taste of the luxuries of the elite. he is also introduced to
his stepmother, shirin, a feminist lawyer, who has been the target of his
father's infidelity. for balan, whose hindi films have all won a couple of
prizes at the filmfare awards, this is a chance to work with her long-time
actor friend hashmi. she plays the wife of the bhatts, who is divorced from
her musician husband, his first wife who remarried after he left her and
has three children. as befitting her position in the family, she walks in the
best shoes in town. having asked suri to remain in bombay so that they
would have time to collaborate, they watched dozens of bollywood and
regional films before putting their script together. at one point, they
realised they needed the 'filmi' dialogue for them to be believable. for the
title song, they turned to mohammed rafi and asha bhosle, who were two
of the most famous singers in the business. rafi was his mentor for the
song, which was good to hear the duo reunited. for the set pieces, they
used costumes from pakistan, russia, italy and india. as there is no screen
play to crib from, they just sat and allowed the camera to take over.
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hamari adhuri kahani is a romantic comedy that is being praised by the
critics for its crackling script and are definitely going to go as a top

grosser at the indian box office. this movie is one of the best in its genre
that’s why it is expected to cross the rs. 100 crore mark within a short

span of time. in this movie, the director is blending the rich and the poor
characters together, in the end, the story turns in a very interesting way,
so stay tuned for it! hamari adhuri kahani (english: our incomplete story)

is a 2015 indian romantic drama directed through mohit suri and
produced by mahesh bhatt beneath neath the banner vishesh films and

fox star studios. the movie stars emraan hashmi, vidya balan, and
rajkummar rao. it is primarily based totally on the affection tale of bhatts
parents, nanabhai bhatt, shirin mohammad ali and his stepmother. we
have more movies to download with the best cast in the world. daily
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